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Dedication:

For Tara Neilsen
‘Honour bright’.



Conversations across time: the joyous stage 
production of Playing Beatie Bow

Playing Beatie Bow is the coming-of-age story of the teenage Abigail 
who, from her home in Sydney’s The Rocks, slips back in time to 1873. 
Here, she is taken in by the Tallisker/Bow family, immigrants from the 
Orkney Islands who run a confectionery shop. Abigail finds herself 
cast as the mysterious ‘Stranger’—the subject of a Tallisker family 
prophecy—which she must enact before she is able to return to her 
own time.

In adapting Ruth Park’s novel for the stage, Kate Mulvany carries 
forward Park’s detailed, loving attention to the city of Sydney and the 
lives that play out within it. Her adaptation thrums with heart, humour 
and a sense of creative legacy.

Ruth Park’s long and distinguished literary career began at the 
Auckland Star in the 1930s. In 1942, she moved to Sydney, the city 
which she would go on to capture with such verve and particularity. By 
the time of her death in 2010, aged 93, she was one of Australia’s most 
loved and successful authors.

Park’s skill in writing for young adults was to portray the emotional 
intensity of adolescence alongside a broader sweep of time and history, 
and this production takes place in almost the very location in which the 
story is set. The qualities of The Rocks which so captivated Park—the 
steep topography, the narrow terrace houses, the crooked laneways—
still produce a sense of a lingering past.

Many in the audience would have travelled through these streets 
to arrive at the theatre. There is a clear delight in this proximity, and 
the opening scenes set in the present day further develop this rapport, 
referencing the pandemic, distractions of social media, and that 
inevitable Sydney topic: the excesses of the city’s real estate.

Names and objects are powerful in Playing Beatie Bow. In Park’s 
research for the novel she compiled long lists of potential Victorian-era 
names, deliberating over which would best carry the distinctions of her 
characters. Park was rigorous in her historical research, with a particular 
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interest in seeking out the everyday details of 19th-century working-
class life in Sydney. The heavy 19th-century garments, chamber pots, 
ceramic ‘hot-pig’ water bottle and the glass jars of boiled lollies work 
to as veritable effect on stage as they do in the novel. These details are 
highlighted in David Fleischer’s spare, dynamic set design.

Mulvany’s inclusion of Aboriginal characters, language and 
recognition of country is a striking addition to Park’s original story. 
In the present day, Abigail (Catherine Văn-Davies) visits her Gadigal 
neighbours, greets them ‘worimi’, and knows The Rocks equally as 
Tallawoladah. In the 19th century, Abigail continues this connection 
with the Tallisker’s neighbour with whom she strikes up a friendship. 
Mulvany converts Park’s characters of the Chinese laundrymen to 
Johnny Whites (Guy Simon), an Aboriginal laundryman. Through 
Whites the trauma and fracture of colonial dispossession for Aboriginal 
land and people is given voice.

As Abigail’s slip in time provides opportunities for reflection on 
social changes and injustices, it also brings humour. As Abigail and 
Beatie (Sofia Nolan) compare observations of each others’ times, 
Beatie expresses bemusement over the ‘palm-books’ everyone in the 
future is looking down at and examining with such intensity. What book 
must it be, Beatie muses, maybe the Gospels? This is Mulvany, but 
so absolutely in line with Park’s sensibilities I imagined her laughing 
along with the audience.

The cast revel in their portrayal of these time disjunctions, and in 
delivering the Tallisker’s Scots vocabulary. Mulvany takes one term 
in particular, spaewife, as a letimotif in the production. In Scots, a 
spaewife is a fortune-teller; a woman possessing a magic enabling 
communication across time. The Talliskers call it The Gift and it is 
carried by Granny (Heather Mitchell), the family’s matriarch.

Repeated in speech and song throughout the play, this word takes 
on a symbolic presence. In a story so much about legacy—particularly 
the connections and lineages that connect women—spaewife becomes 
broadly symbolic of women’s power. This power radiates through the 
play, in the connections between characters and generations, and in 
between Park and Mulvany as writers. There is no better embodiment 
of this power than in Beatie, played with an electric intensity by Nolan. 
Her force as a character is her quick tongue and determination to live a 
life greater than what is prescribed for women of her time.
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The character of Beatie Bow was inspired by a girl in an 1899 street 
photograph from The Rocks, which Park came across in the 1940s. She 
describes the scene in her autobiography, Fishing in the Styx (1993): 
how she returned again and again to look at this ‘sharp-faced’ girl who 
carried a defiant expression. The girl seemed to be speaking to her 
through time, challenging her not to take her for less than she is.

Thirty years later, Park wrote Playing Beatie Bow. Now, forty years 
on again, through Mulvany’s fierce and fond version for the stage, 
Beatie’s voice speaks to us with a renewed energy.

Vanessa Berry

This article first appeared in The Conversation in March 2021 as a 
review to the Sydney Theatre Company production titled ‘Playing 
Beatie Bow is brought to thundering life in a joyous stage production’. 
Vanessa Berry is a writer of literary nonfiction with a focus on place-
writing and memoir. Her works include Mirror Sydney, Ninety9, 
Strawberry Hills Forever and I am a Camera. Her collection of 
essays, Gentle and Fierce, will be published by Giramondo in 2021.



This adaptation was written on Gadigal Land.
The playwright honours and respects the Traditional Owners

and Storytellers of this land – past, present and future.
Always was, always will be Aboriginal land.



Author’s note
Ruth Park drops breadcrumbs. As you walk along the pathways of her 
vast and varied work, it’s easy to be dazzled by the big ideas—the 
imaginative leaps, the feminist insights, the swathes of history, the epic 
love stories, the diverse and ever-shifting communities. But look closer 
at that pathway, and you’ll see it’s also speckled with delicious morsels 
of information that season the narrative even further. Seemingly 
throwaway references to ‘Infant Phenomenons’ and disease-addled 
ships named ‘Corona’, ostrich-plumed ‘high-steppers’ and ‘grass of 
Parnassus’—all of these are mentioned only once or twice in Playing 
Beatie Bow, but they cannot be ignored. When you shine a light on 
them, they become jewels in a treasure chest of time—with every 
gem polished and placed by Ruth Park herself. She watches from afar, 
waiting to see if you’ll notice them glinting.

One of these ‘breadcrumbs’, for me, popped up out of nowhere on 
page 101 of my dog-eared copy of Playing Beatie Bow, on about my 
third read in preparation for this adaptation. It is the word ‘spaewife’ 
and it is only mentioned one other time after that in the book. ‘There 
ne’er was such a spaewife as Granny in her young days,’ says Dovey 
about her grandmother Alice Tallisker. I was intrigued by this word, 
and Ruth’s use of it—tucked away quietly amidst the rollicking Rocks 
story. I picked up the word and dived into its etymology. ‘Spae’ is 
a Nordic-Scots word that means ‘to foretell’—a word filled with 
unknown context. And yet ‘wife’ … What does ‘wife’ mean here? 
What was Ruth trying to tell us by using it? After having the weary 
matriarch Margaret Darcy scream from the pages of The Harp in the 
South ‘WHAT’S A BODY BORN FOR?!’, suddenly this surprising use 
of the word ‘wife’ had taken on a new quality between Ruth’s books. It 
wasn’t attached to being married to a man or the mother of offspring, 
like in the Harp trilogy. Instead, it seemed to have a uniquely different 
femme power, and when I looked closer, all of her characters—no 
matter how they identified—seemed to have this power within them, 
whether they knew it or not. The power to listen and learn from the 
lessons whispered on the wind.
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You see, Ruth herself was a spaewife. Time and again, her novels 
have seen into the future, dissected the present and reached into the 
past with startling accuracy and brutal honesty. And as someone who 
told the stories of ordinary, working-class communities of diverse 
individuals, she made sure she never withheld the magic from these 
people. Instead, they were the keepers of it. She saw the power in 
their sharing of stories, spells, songs, legends, legacy and culture and 
she spun a magic throughout her tales that to this day makes for a 
bewitching journey as a reader. It also makes her work an absolute gift 
to bring to the stage and to audiences of all ages.

Ruth’s characters and communities are grimed with hard-worn 
history. But they also come with a purpose. After the last page is 
read and the book is closed, her characters still whisper to us, ‘Will 
you remember me? Will you pass on my story? Did you pick up the 
breadcrumbs we dropped? What do our stories mean to you? How will 
you walk out of our world and into your own? And what story will you 
leave etched into the rocks of your time?’

To know that stories have been shared for over 60,000 years on 
the land we are gathered on is awe-inspiring and humbling. To open 
the new Wharf Theatre in a space that Ruth’s stories and characters 
actually came from is amazing. And to have artists and audiences 
become a community in any theatre, if only for a blink of time, is one 
of the most magical of gifts we have now, in our past, and—I hope—
the infinite future.

We can all be spaewives. We all have within us the power to honour 
the ancient stories of the land we walk on, celebrate the people from all 
walks of life and time that we walk amongst, and ensure those stories 
and songs are listened to, heeded and take us toward a better future 
together.

I thank the stars for Ruth Park, and I’m so grateful to Rory Niland, 
Tim Curnow and the Park Estate for trusting me once again with her 
magnificent words and worlds. Thanks to my English teacher Ms 
Hammond who first put Playing Beatie Bow in my hands when I was 
twelve years old and made me a Ruth Park fan for life. Thank you to 
Kip Williams, Polly Rowe and all at the Sydney Theatre Company 
for your ongoing support of Australian artists and stories. Thank you 
to Courtney Stewart, my incredible dramaturg and sounding board. 
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Thank you to the astounding team of cast and creatives who shared 
their own stories and legacies and always bring such pride and passion 
to their work as artists—one of the most ancient (and important) jobs 
in the world. Thank you to Anne Crawley and all at The Rocks Walking 
Tours for letting this playwright tag along and harangue them with 
never-ending questions. Thanks to Matt Webb and the Sydney Festival 
for the incredible Burrawa tour that showed me an ancient Sydney that 
should be taught to us all. Thanks to Matthew Doyle for sharing his 
beautiful Gadigal songs, language and consultation and Phuong Văn 
for her gorgeous lullaby. Thanks to Sam Hagan and Maggie Patton at 
the State Library of NSW for the maps of Sydney/Tallowoladah. Thank 
you to my partner Hamish Michael for putting up with me jabbering 
and singing in a multitude of accents over the past year of writing this 
play from Covid lockdown. Finally, thank you to the First Nations 
people of this country—the original and eternal story-sharers of this 
land. Always was, always will be Aboriginal land.

I hope you enjoy this walk through time down the pathway of past, 
present and future. Make sure you pick up the breadcrumbs …

Kate Mulvany
January 2021



Playing Beatie Bow was first produced by Sydney Theatre Company 
at The Wharf 1 Theatre, Sydney, on 26 February 2021, with the 
following cast:

WEYLAND / MR BOW / CAST  Tony Cogin
KATHY / CAST  Lena Cruz
DOVEY / CAST  Claire Lovering
MARGARET / GRANNY  Heather Mitchell
BEATIE BOW  Sofia Nolan
JUDAH / JONAH / CAST  Rory O’Keeffe
JOHNNY WHITES / CAST  Guy Simon
ABIGAIL KIRK / CAST  Catherine Văn-Davies
GIBBIE / VINNIE / CAST  Ryan Yeates

Director, Kip Williams
Set Designer, David Fleischer
Costume Designer, Renée Mulder
Lighting Designer, Nick Schlieper
Composer, Clemence Williams
Sound Designer, David Bergman
Choral Director, Natalie Gooneratne
Additional Composition, Matthew Doyle
Dramaturg, Courtney Stewart
Assistant Director, Kenneth Moraleda
Fight, Movement and Intimacy Director, Nigel Poulton
Voice and Text Coach, Danielle Roffe 
Production Manager, Genevieve Jones
Stage Manager, Minka Stevens
Deputy Stage Manager, Katie Hankin
Assistant Stage Manager, Brooke Kiss



CHARACTERS

BEATIE BOW, 11, white
ABIGAIL KIRK, 16, Vietnamese-Australian
KATHY, 42, Vietnamese-Australian
MARGARET, 67, white
JUSTIN, 35, First Nations Australian
TREVOR, 45, white
VINNIE, 10, white
DYLAN, 16, white
MEL, 16, white
WEYLAND, 45, white
MR BOW, 45, white
GRANNY, 70, white
DOVEY, 21, white
JUDAH, 18, white
GIBBIE, 10, white
JOHNNY WHITES, 30s, First Nations Australian
PUSHER 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
SPAEWIFE (shared role)
ERNEST

HANNAH

MAUDE

DOLLY

JONAH, 19, white
LOCALS OF THE ROCKS

Playwright’s note:
The above casting descriptions represent the original cast of Playing 
Beatie Bow. The playwright asks that all productions be inclusive and 
diverse in their casting.



SUGGESTED CHARACTER DOUBLINGS

BEATIE BOW

ABIGAIL KIRK / SPAEWIFE

KATHY / DOLLY / SPAEWIFE

MARGARET / GRANNY

DOVEY / MEL / MAUDE / PUSHER 2

JUSTIN / JOHNNY WHITES / PUSHER 1 / ERNEST

VINNIE / GIBBIE / PUSHER 3

WEYLAND / MR BOW / HANNAH

TREVOR / DYLAN / JUDAH / JONAH

LOCALS OF THE ROCKS – whoever is available!

SETTING

The Rocks, Sydney.
2021 and 1873.



TEXT NOTE

Text in regular bold font indicates sung lyrics.

Text in bold italic font indicates descriptive text quoted directly as 
it appears in Ruth Park’s original book.

Cast of Sydney Theatre Company’s 2021 production of Playing 
Beatie Bow. (Photo: Daniel Boud)



ACT ONE

SCENE ONE

In darkness, children’s voices float through space and time, singing an 
ancient, eerie rhyme.

CHILDREN’S VOICES: Oh, Mudda, what’s that? What’s that?
CHILD: Nothing at all … The dog at the door …

A teenage girl—ABIGAIL KIRK—sits alone by a lamppost.
VOICES: Oh, Mudda, what’s that? What’s that?
CHILD: The wind in the chimney, that’s all, that’s all.
VOICES: Oh, Mudda, what’s that? Can you see?
CHILD: The cow in the byre … The horse in the stall …

Slowly, slowly … a figure appears onstage, emerging from the 
darkness. She is BEATIE BOW.
‘Her face was pale and her hair was clipped so close it looked 
like cat’s fur. She wore a long, washed-out print dress, a pin-
afore of brown cotton, and a shawl crossed over her chest.’

VOICES: Oh, Mudda, what’s that in the shadows?
CHILD: A fox in its hole … A hare in its burrow …
VOICES: Oh, Mudda, I see something there!
CHILD: Close your eyes, bairn, shhh shhh, there there …

BEATIE walks toward ABIGAIL, her arms lifting as she approaches, 
reaching out for the girl.

VOICES: Oh, Mudda, what’s that up ahead?!
CHILD: It’s Beatie Bow! Back from the dead!

The children scream. And BEATIE BOW disappears into thin air.

SCENE TWO

An apartment, high above Sydney, 2021. ABIGAIL and her mother 
KATHY are going through an old trunk of antique bits and bobs. Kathy’s 
mother-in-law MARGARET peers out of a window.
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‘Abigail was thin and flat as a board, with a narrow brown face and 
black coffee eyes. Long brown hair and black, straight eyebrows.’ She 
wears a long vintage green dress and boots and sits quietly, assisting 
her mother.
KATHY wears overalls, with her hair ‘raked up on top of her head in 
a washerwoman’s knot.’ She hums an ancient tune softly as she sorts 
through the trunk.
MARGARET—Abigail’s grandmother—takes in the view as she sips 
from a cup of tea.
‘She was chic and glittery and poisonous.’

MARGARET: Good Lord, I could never live this high—if there was a 
fire you’d have no hope. How many more climbers can they cram 
onto the Bridge, do you think? There’s five lots up there already—
only a matter of time before the whole thing collapses. So much 
construction, more cranes than buildings—the giraffes at Taronga 
will think it’s bloody mating season. Very kind of Weyland’s firm 
to let you live here—I mean, what’s it worth, Katherine? Five, five 
point five? Of course, we were never allowed to venture into this 
area when I was young. Slums. You can feel it, can’t you? It’s etched 
into The Rocks. Still, at least it’s central, I suppose.

Beat.
What is that God-awful thing, Katherine?

KATHY: It’s an old bridal chest. So much inside—my clients will love 
it.

MARGARET: Where on earth did you find it?
KATHY: The council flats around the corner. Deceased estate. Just turfed 

out on the cobblestones with ‘Please Take Me’ scrawled on a note.
MARGARET: It smells putrid.
KATHY: I don’t smell anything.
MARGARET: Because you’re used to it, dear. Desensitised.
KATHY: There’s bound to be some treasure we can sell at Magpies if we 

keep digging, right, Abigail?
ABIGAIL gives a small smile and nods.

MARGARET: Along with plenty of vermin, no doubt.
KATHY: I had to deal with plenty more vermin as a lawyer, Margaret. 
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The worst kind. The ones with red ties and chardonnay breath. Now, 
Abigail, let’s put all this in order.

KATHY holds up items as examples, starting with a portrait of 
Queen Victoria.

Victorian. Edwardian. Art Deco. New Age. COVID.
MARGARET hurriedly puts on her COVID mask. KATHY 
continues to pull items from the trunk.

MARGARET: How’s the new school, Lynette?
ABIGAIL: [softly] My name is Abigail.

MARGARET rolls her eyes.
MARGARET: Abigail. What classes are you taking?
ABIGAIL: English Extension 2, Earth and Environmental Science, 

Extension 2 Maths, Physics and Drama.
MARGARET: Oh, Drama doesn’t count though, does it, not in the real 

world. Have you made any little friends? Who do you sit with?
ABIGAIL: No-one.
MARGARET: Ah. Social distancing.
ABIGAIL: No, Granny. I just don’t want to.
MARGARET: Oh. You know the other children might be nicer to you if 

you weren’t so weird, Lynette.
KATHY: Margaret—
MARGARET: Sorry—Abigail. Sixteen-year-olds don’t dress like that. 

They wear jeans and trainers and lip gloss and ear bugs. They don’t 
traipse about looking like some forlorn lice-ridden bread thief head-
ed straight for Botany bloody Bay. I mean, what era is that trip 
hazard from?

KATHY: I think that dress is from a time all of its own. It’s fabulously 
unique.

MARGARET: It’s straight out of a bloody theatre restaurant. And as for 
this name change—I don’t know what’s wrong with her real name. 
Lynette is a very pretty name.

KATHY: She just prefers Abigail.
MARGARET: Abigail is a witch’s name. A heathen little troublemaking 

harlot at that.
KATHY: I like Abigail. It’s a good, strong name.
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MARGARET: Well, regardless of what she calls herself, she’ll never get 
a boyfriend looking like that.

KATHY: She may not want a boyfriend.
MARGARET: Well, she’ll never get a girlfriend either. See? I’m very 

open-minded, Katherine. I’m very woke. I marched for women, 
you know, Abigail, with your father in my arms—right the way up 
Macquarie Street.

ABIGAIL: Maybe you should’ve left him there.
ABIGAIL has found something in the bridal chest—‘a strangely 
shaped piece of yellowed crochet.’

What’s this, Mum?
KATHY inspects it.

KATHY: It’s some kind of lace. Embroidered with … I think it’s … grass 
of Parnassus.

ABIGAIL: Grass of Parnassus …
KATHY: Parnassus is a faraway land where the goddesses of poetry and 

music and art, dance and sing and share their stories.
MARGARET laughs suddenly. She holds out her phone.

MARGARET: Look at this puppy on a pig.
But ABIGAIL is transfixed on the crochet.

ABIGAIL: Between the leaves of every flower … Are they initials? A? 
T?

KATHY: It’s so discoloured, I can’t make it out …
ABIGAIL: It’s so beautiful. It’s exactly what I’ve been looking for, this 

dress. Don’t you think? Around the collar? Can I have it, Mum?
KATHY: If you can bring it back from the dead, sure.
ABIGAIL: Can you soak it for me? I’m going next door—I promised 

Justin I’d take Vinnie to the park this afternoon.
She goes to leave.

KATHY: Oh, Abigail … I’m catching up with a friend tonight.
ABIGAIL: Again? Oh.
KATHY: Will you be alright at home by yourself?
ABIGAIL: Yep.

She goes to leave.




